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Haunted by the realities of procreative death!

She got the "night sweats" first.

"Night sweats" are part of the recognizable symptomatics or the onset of menopause....

She was convinced that, at 39, her body was winding down its adventurous dance with the always-present possibilities of accidental pregnancy.

The end of a female body’s ability to reproduce baby humans.

Baby humans that will eventually be workers...earning wages, consuming products, paying taxes, and following the rules.

Her breasts had begun to be tender toward the time her menstrual cycle began...and little cysts troubled her sense of health...

After all, puberty in human beings begins long before any physical signs are obvious...the shutdown - much like the start-up - of a reproductive system will, in most, take some time (Fausto-Sterling, 2012).

The use of "procreative" and "reproductive" are placed side-by-side in this article to illustrate the ways in which the social relations of "procreation" - pregnancy, birthing, and care - are congenitally set apart from the biological systems of "reproduction" - including scientific and medical perspectives on organ function and age.
It became obvious, as she told her stories of night sweats and sore breasts, that the suggestion of “menopause” from her mouth, was unexpected.

She asked her doctor about the symptoms – the cysts, never-before experienced...

And the night sweats...

She never implied a problem...simply a curiosity...

But he assured her with a smile that she was “too young” for menopause...and without uttering a single rude word, reminded her that she was still important.

Was there an unspoken relationship between her ability to have babies (bio-youth) and her function in the machine of free-market capitalism?

According to Nancy Lesko (2012), the inextricable connections between youth and sexuality run deep in the same veins as democracy, freedom, and consumption (125). Was menopause the death of her sexual allure? Was her procreative diminishment the fading of her youth – and therefore, a fading of her?

Was there a complication with drifting into “natural infertility” while remaining visible and audible to the makers of the market?

And so, she questioned...

She would be the person responsible for shopping, cooking, worrying over feeding and caring for her husband and children in a "family, after all" (Smith 1999, pg 159).
Te en pregnancy: Lesko questions the "before their time" treatment of teenaged female-bodied people in the event of pregnancy. This pregnancy results from pre-marital sex. The legitimacy of the child (blood) is compromised by sex happening before matrimony (largely heterosexual frameworks) without a secure relationship between a man and a woman: the end of a teenager’s life (Lesko, 138).

Abortion: Female bodied people are subject to laws at state and federal levels that regulate their abilities to have agency over their own bodies. Often female people are subject to waiting periods, deadlines, restrictions on access to facilities, and other chippings that will legally collapse the ways in which babies must be born, or the pregnant body must be injured or worse, killed by sanction.

Tubal ligations, birth control, and even breast augmentations call into question the "rationality" of the female-bodied person who "chooses" to have her reproductive organs removed ("but you're so young...")), or who questions the possibilities in taking daily hormone treatments to operate in the everyday world of work. The female person faces scrutiny and doubt when "opting" for breast reduction (impacting breast feeding) or voluntary mastectomies....

For you see, her body seems subject to the rules of legislation, especially in states where governors are "corporate conservatives" who pass laws predicated on "family values" discourse: the family will stay together if someone cooks dinner for everyone and serves it around a table...if she is working without pay to make "the family" happen (Smith, 169).
The "life-cycle" of a female-bodied person is mapped out very differently than that of a male-bodied person (Fausto-Sterling, 18).

The vast majority of a female person's life is presumed to be one of "healthy fertility." Female-bodied people are subject to the nature of their health being strictly related to their ability to reproduce. ...a marker of gendered youth.

At the same time, biological science predicts the decline of the reproductive system.

And other discourses work together to create desire, destiny, and the inevitability of procreation and youth for the female-bodied (Foucault 1990, 1157).

The "biological" female person is encouraged to have children at a younger age to ensure the viability of the fetus (but not too young).

Science discourses give us the biological clock, ticking itself down from puberty to reproductive death to initiate anxieties in some, regardless of their desire to procreate or not.

So that, when or if that person does not want to birth biological children... there is a question about "health."

So that, while the female-bodied person experiences the biological realities of the inevitable in reproductive shut-down, she might also see her own dissolving in the gaze of the artificial "public eye" of the market media.... She might disappear into the end of the lifeline when she ceases to be recognized by the consumer market as one whose identity can be conjoined with consumption.

And in the context of the United States, where identity and capitalism hold hands tightly, if she does not purchase in her social position as always becoming "mother," then she serves no purpose for "American progress" (Lesko, 119-120).

The importance of the consumer also emerges in the question of aging...
"The Female body" is not a focus of traditional biological sciences, so there is much that is unknown about the processes of life with a uterus and ovaries (Fausto-Sterling, 16-17).

Our puzzling hero discovered that, in her telling of her experiences and the relating to menopause, she met the same kind of comfort she’d received from her doctor...

No matter how she approached the curiosity about her body...or the bodies of others...

Meanwhile...in a kitchen somewhere...

She was "far too young" for menopause to be part of her reality...

The privatized medical body was the knowledge property of the qualified, so that the ages for menopause would have her body waiting until 45, 46, 47, or older... (Foucault, 1976).

All of these stories of her delusions - her madness, were related to remaining a procreative viability (Lesko, 120), while no one seemed to wonder how she felt about any of it...

Their reactions to her questions might, however, have her anxious over aging...over infertility...over death...

Even if she'd started menstruating at 12...and had babies at 20...
Historically, medical and psychological discourses, like those in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM, 1952-2013), can be used to create gendered knowledge...

In other words, the knowledge that is created in patriarchal or hegemonic cultures is blurred toward a particular truth, spoken by very particular people - like scientists...or doctors.

AND THIS TRUTH, CREATED BY THOSE IN POSITIONS OF POWER TO MAKE DEFINITIONS OF PEOPLE’S EXPERIENCES, IS ONLY SPEAKABLE BY THOSE WHO HAVE MADE THE KNOWLEDGE ITSELF THE TRUTH (FOUCAULT 1990, PG 1156).

“HYSTERIA,” WHILE NOT SOLELY DIAGNOSED IN THE FEMALE-BODIED, COMES FROM THE GREEK WORD THAT TRANSLATES INTO “UTERUS”...

AND WHILE “HYSTERIA” WAS NEVER REFERENCED INDEPENDENTLY IN THE DSM, CONVERSION DISORDER ENCOMPASSED THE CHARACTERISTICS KNOWN FOR DECADES AS A DISORDER MOST LIKELY TO AFFECT THE FEMALE-BODIED.

CONVERSION DISORDER, ROUGHLY TRANSLATED, IS A DISCONNECT FROM REALITY IN TERMS OF BODY - A DISENBOTHING THAT MIGHT VERY WELL RENDER THE INQUISITOR BLIND TO “MADNESS.”
Conversion disorder can also be understood to be the imaginings of real, physiological conditions as responses to trauma that have no medical evidence to support their existence.

The DSM uses the example of false pregnancy ("Pseudocyesis")...that the imagining of pregnancy might be "a wish for and a fear of pregnancy" (DSM-III, 244). *

Conversion disorder allows for the fears of the patient to be projected into a physical disability - and sometimes for what is referred to as a "secondary gain."

The DSM-III describes the "secondary gain" as the benefit experienced by the patient when claims are made of disability and people respond (244).

In other words, if someone claims that they are experiencing an illness, a discomfort, a disability (even if in the moment), and there is no evidence for their claim...

And if a medical doctor or other qualified specialist cannot determine the cause of the claim...

Then, it must be all in the head of the patient... The other bodied... The aged... The female... The childless... The mother...

* The different editions of the APA's DSM in this article serve to highlight the persistence, through time, of the associations of the "imaginary" symptoms surrounding the biological and the female-body. This historical context provides a means of tracing the relationship between the discourse and popular culture.
Even among many of our hero’s colleagues and friends, the sentiment did not change. She noticed no questions about her experience – or the mysteries around age’s biological “realities...” She only received the comfort of ongoing, albeit fading reproductivity – the comfort of “being” young.

The similarities in the responses to her questions and concerns around her aging body provided interesting connections between consumption, family, age, biology...

Is the comfort of procreative viability related to youth, an example of a culture that continues to value the female-body primarily as a device for reproduction – biological and cultural? The maker of “the family”...? Is “infertility, whether voluntary or inevitable, in the female-body, social death?”

Meanwhile... on a university campus somewhere...
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